
Print this Playbook and play with it. 
Do the exercises and explore the questions posted in each playbook. You
will notice that when you start looking anew and when you explore the
unexplored world you will experience a shift that will impact the
outcomes you achieve.
Think about it, but don’t overthink it. Just write down your answers
intuitively.
If you missed the Reclaim Your Best Life session that the topic relates to,
make sure you watch the recording and any other related videos before
you embark on your play.
Don’t go it alone. If you get stuck at any time, ask for support in the
Reclaim Your Best Life program Facebook group. 
Come and share your insights, experiences and outcomes with other
women in your program in the Reclaim Your Best Life program Facebook
group using the hashtag #character. If you want to have a real
breakthrough in your play, do a Facebook live to the community!

Introduction

Playbook

How to best use this playbook

Enjoy the play!



Cultivate your 
authentic #character

“Character isn't something you were born with and can't change, like your
fingerprints. It's something you weren't born with and must take

responsibility for forming.” Jim Rohn

Character is the first building block of your integration. It is a conduit
for a values-centered life and enables authentic influence beyond
your immediate relationships and existing network. 

Your character reflects your values and shapes your personal
reputation in the wider community and on your market. Can you be
trusted? Do you have integrity? Do you deliver what you promise? Are
you consistent?

Your character and the values you espouse are determined by your
conduct: your day-to-day actions as seen and experienced by others.
You can master your passion and talent, build a strong knowledge
base and network of relationships, but if you send out the wrong or
inconsistent message through your conduct, you will still find few
resources and opportunities are attracted to you.

Your character and conduct is not something you discover, acquire or
plan for. You can start with living it today based on your personal
values.

What are the values you want to live by? What would be your conduct
today reflecting those values? Your behaviours - no matter how small
– are already making a statement about who you are for yourself as
well as with others. Little by little, you are making an impact and
leaving tracks everyday. Today, if you use it to choose your conduct
deliberately, could be your biggest opportunity. Use it well.

About Character & Conduct



Questions to start with

 What are the positive words that I would use to describe myself?1.

2. What are the most important values that you aspire to live by?

3. What are the most characteristic ways by which I conduct myself?



Exploring your #character

What would these people say about you? 
How would they characterise you?

What do these characteristics have in common?

Your husband / partner

Your mother

Your boss or business
partner

Your key customer / client

Your key employee or
colleague

Your accountant

Your best friend

Your neighbor 



Clarifying your values
Living an inspiring and meaningful values-centered
life starts with clarifying and defining the values you

want to live by.

What are the top 10 values you are living by today? 
(Use the Personal values assessment results as a starting point here)

1.

2.

6.

7.

3.

4.

8

9.

10.5.

Out of these 10 values, which are your 3 core values (values at
the core of your character)?

My Core Value 1:

My Core Value 2:

My Core Value 3:

Why do you believe these values are important to you?

When you really live this value how you behave/conduct yourself?
What behaviors do you exhibit that support this value?



Reality check

Where and with whom does your conduct match your values and
desired reputation?

1.

Is there a gap or inconsistency between how you
behave and who you are committed to be (your
desired character, values and reputation)? Y/N

Do you pay attention to and deliberately shape your
conduct? Y/N

In your personal life...

In your professional life...

2.  Where and with whom does your conduct NOT match your values
and desired reputation?

In your personal life...

In your professional life...

Your conduct consistent with your values will over time build your
character and consequently your reputation with people who know
you and beyond - in your network and on the market. Then your
reputation will precede you.



Stop signs

What prevents you from behaving the way that is consistent with and
expresses your values?

Where do these reasons / beliefs / assumptions come from? Are they
necessarily true?

Well done for taking on that deep enquiry! Come and share in the
Reclaim Your Best Life Facebook group what you discovered about
yourself and your character using the hashtag #character. 

If you believed it was possible and worthwhile, what would you do?


